
PERSONAL TERM of USE 
 
All graphic files designed by Vendula Sediva aka Natali are copyrighted by law. 
 
Vendula Sediva aka Natali retains and reserves the right to modify, update and change the 
Terms of Use for all digital designs at anytime with or without notice.  
It is your responsibility to check for updates and changes to the  
Terms of Use. 
 
YOU MAY:  
 
1. Use all graphics and images within the kits and all other downloaded elements for personal 
use but please give proper credit and a link back me. 
2. Use the kits and/or elements for scrapbooking submissions and publications, providing that 
proper credit to Vendula Sediva - Natali Design. 
3. Alter the graphics in respect to size and coloration only. Credit is still required for any and all 
altered graphics or portions thereof. 
 
 
YOU MAY NOT: 
1. Claim these graphics as your own. 
2. Alter the graphics in any way and then claim them as your own. 
3. Redistribute these graphics in anyway, shape, or form. 
4. Offer these graphics for download, resell, traded or shared regardless if they were on 
purchased, bought during a sale or downloaded as a complimentary selection. 
5. Use these graphics to create a design for resell. 
6. You also may not use the content for any harmful, pornographic, or racial material or material 
that may be deemed harmful or offensive to another person. 
 
 
If you wish to use these files for any type of commercial use you must contact me prior and be 
give/ or purchase a commercial license and get a written permission from Vendula Sediva aka 
Natali - Natali Design. 
 
CREDITING THE DESIGNER 
Please be sure to credit Natali Design, Element Name and Kit Name, where applicable. 
If you have any concerns, comments or questions please email the designer 
vendula.sediva@gmail.com 
 
If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me at vendula.sediva@gmail.com 
 
I thank you for your purchase!!  
 
Yours, 
Vendula Sediva aka Natali design 
EMAIL: For any question, email me at vendula.sediva@gmail.com 
BLOG : http://natalidesign.blogspot.com/ 
FACEBOOK : http://www.facebook.com/pages/Natali-design/176677311820 
SHOP : http://shop.scrapbookgraphics.com/manufacturers.php?manufacturerid=48 
 
 



 
 
COMMERCIAL TERMS of USE 
GENERAL TERMS OF USE for CU PRODUCTS: 
 
YOU MAY: 
 
- you may use these items as a part of designing your kits that you sell for personal use 
- You may alter these elements (recolor, add pattern, etc) but you cannot claim the original form 
or the altered form as your own 
 
YOU MAY NOT: 
- claim these graphics as your own creation 
- You may NOT use these to create other commercial-use or designer resources. 
- You may NOT use redistribute my CU items in anyway. No using them in any process for 
making overlays, brushes or commercial use elements.  
- Use for obsene, deflamatory, immoral, or illegal works 
- You may NOT use these to create FREEBIES. 
- you may NOT sell this product alone separately. (i.e. as an element pack). 
 
 
Credits are not required but appreciated. 
 
 
Thank you for respecting my terms. 
EMAIL: For any question, email me at vendula.sediva@gmail.com 
BLOG : http://natalidesign.blogspot.com/ 
FACEBOOK : http://www.facebook.com/pages/Natali-design/176677311820 
SHOP : http://shop.scrapbookgraphics.com/manufacturers.php?manufacturerid=48 
 
All rights reserved ©2008 
TOU updated on December 8th, 2008 
 
 
 
COMMERCIAL TERMS of USE 
PHOTOGRAPHER USE LICENCE 
 
   
All graphic files designed by Vendula Sediva aka Natali are copyrighted by law. 
 
 
Pro Photographer PROFESSIONAL USE: 
Please be notified that our templates are for professional use only.  
This means that professional photographers are purchasing this product for use in their studio 
business only as add-on products to their current clients or for their business use. 
 
 
If you are a photographer and wish to create custom printed art for clients, please contact me for 
information and pricing on obtaining a Limited Professional Use License. Please note that 
permission is giving on a case-by-case basis and that the costs associated with obtaining a 



Professional Use License are in addition to the cost of purchasing the product. 
 
WHAT IS ALLOWED WITH THE PROFESSIONAL USE LICENSE: 
 
    * You may use these graphics to create a customized product (layout, album, card, etc.) for 
your client provided that the final product that you offer them is a printed or flattened version of 
the product (not in the form of a .psd file nor individual papers/elements files, etc. in its original 
form are redistributed). 
    * You may use this as the final product being sold is customized with your original work 
(photography, illustration). 
    * You may use samples created with this product in your galleries and portfolios. 
    * You may use these graphics in the production of promotional materials for your small 
business (brochures, promotional ads, etc.) 
     
 
 
YOU MAY NOT: 
 
    * you may NOT make Quick Pages or templates from my design and offer them for the sale or 
free 
    * You may NOT use redistribute my items in anyway (upload my design to any webpages, send 
them through "share, list! groups). No using them in any process for making overlays, brushes 
or commercial use elements. 
    * you may NOT use or sell this product alone separately. (i.e. as an element pack). 
    * You may not claim these graphics as your own in their original state or in an altered state. 
    * You may not distribute these graphics in any format expect for the uses defined above. 
    * You may not use these graphics to create templates for resale on any electronic media, 
website, and/or in any other form. 
    * You may not print or have printed these papers for sale or distribution via the Intenet, kits, 
retail locations or any other venue. 
    * You may not produce projects for mass production or distribution. This license allows for 
small business use only. 
    * You may not use these products for “print on demand” type listings on sites such as Etsy, 
CafePress, Big Cartel, Minted, blog shops, etc. 
     
 
 
Thank you for respecting my terms. 
EMAIL: For any question, email me at vendula.sediva@gmail.com 
BLOG : http://natalidesign.blogspot.com/ 
FACEBOOK : http://www.facebook.com/pages/Natali-design/176677311820 
SHOP : http://shop.scrapbookgraphics.com/Natali-Design/ 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------- 
Please do not share or sell the templates.  
Please do not claim them as your own design. 
Natali designs will not be held responsible for printing errors on your part.  
Please make sure you check the 
templates for proper colors, bleeds and safe zones,and fonts before printing. 



------------------------------------------------  
 
If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me at vendula.sediva@gmail.com 
 
I thank you for your purchase!!   
 
Yours, 
Vendula Sediva aka Natali 
 
contact : Vendula.sediva@gmail.com 


